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SIMON MILLCOCK CEO LEGATUS GROUP

RECENT REPORTS 

• Waste Management Infrastructure for SA Regional 
Local Government 

• Regional SA Waste and Resource Recovery 
Background Report 

• Making and Using Organic Compost 
• Implementing the Circular Economy in SA 
• A supply chain analysis of the circular economy in 

regional South Australia 
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VISION - GROW THE REGIONAL CE TO PROVIDE LOCAL SOCIAL, 
BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND EMPOWER BEHAVIOUR 
CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY TO REDUCE WASTE GENERATION AND 
INCREASE RESOURCE RECOVERY. 

• Objective 1  Implement high performing 
waste and recycling systems

• Objective 2 Increase service efficiency 
and cost effectiveness

• Objective 3  Implement local and regional 
solutions 
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Sub-region1 Sub-regional target Individual target 

Barossa, Light, 

Adelaide Plains 

 

Adelaide Plains 55%  

Barossa 55% 

Light 55% 

    

Barunga West, 

Copper Coast & 

Yorkes 

 

Barunga West 45% 

Copper Coast 55% 

Yorke Peninsula 45% 

    

Mid North 

 

Clare & Gilbert Valleys 45% 

Goyder 30% 

Northern Areas 45% 

Port Pirie 55% 

Wakefield 50% 

    

Southern Flinders 

Ranges 

 

Flinders Ranges 35% 

Mount Remarkable 35% 

Orroroo Carrieton 35% 

Peterborough 35% 
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Composting and MRFs in 
regional SA

Paul Chapman
Legatus Group

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s a pleasure to address you on this critically important subject of the CE in regional SAThis afternoon I want to focus on two parts of the CE in regional SA: composting green waste and separating co-mingled recyclables in a Materials Recovery Facility.



Outline

• Circular Economy in regional SA
• But wait … 
• Organics
• Peterborough trial
• A regional MRF?
• Some end thoughts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In outline:I want to begin with a big picture view of the CE in regional SAI want to make the point that there are few opportunities to process waste in the regionsBut I also want to argue that these two which might well to stack up nowThen I’ll describe what we’re doing at Legatus about regional waste managementStarting with work along the organics S chain that have led to a proposal for a trial facility at PeterboroughAnd moving onto the rather more problematic concept of a regional MRFFinally, I’ll offer a few remarks about where this leaves us and what it might mean



CE in the regions

An economist’s perspective
• Need to reach a minimum efficient scale

• More volume means lower average costs

• Aggregating means transport costs
• But benefits of scale < costs of aggregating
• Tight circles in sparse regions makes little sense
• Regional recycling means sending to Adelaide and beyond

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let me begin with a personal apology: for my sins I’m an economistWe’re not the most liked professionWe’re always pointing to costs as well as benefits and the need to align the twoWe’re the dismal scienceIn this context, the hard-headed economist begins with a focus on the economic fundamentalsWaste management is strongly influenced by economies of scaleThe larger the volume of material you are processing the lower are the AC of doing soThat has major implications for applying the concept of the CEAt the SA level, while metro Adelaide can reach the minimum efficient scale in many – but not all – material streams, volumes are much lower in the regions and the materials are more dispersed so the costs are much higherOf course, materials in the regions can be aggregated in order to boost volumes but there’s a trade off – costs and benefitsDo the B of aggregation from scale economies justify the C of transporting them to an aggregation site so that it makes sense to implement the CE in the regions?To answer that question, in collaboration with folk at UniSA, we developed a cost model which incorporates economies of scale and cost of aggregation, along with other variables like distances among regional facilities, landfill levies and charges etc, etcWhat we found was that, in general, the B of scale are less that the costs of aggregatingIt makes more sense to send the materials to Adelaide and beyond for processingThe idea of tight circles of material flows within regions makes little senseOK so I’ve delivered the economist’s headline message But wait



But wait …

• Some materials are already recycled through Adelaide
• Ferrous metal
• Cardboard and paper

• Some are processed and re-used in regions
• Portable concrete shredders
• Used on roads

• Some more might be
• Organics
• Co-mingled recycling materials

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The modelling also showed that some current practices when regional materials are already part of the CE are indeed cost-minimizing The current practices for ferrous metal and cardboard and paper are like thisMost of this is returned to Adelaide where it moves around a circle of the CEBut note that processing is not done in Adelaide but requires even greater aggregation at interstate facilities – again, scale economies predominate and you can’t make the circles of the CE too tightThe other ‘but wait’ is that the model predicted and we confirmed that some materials are already being processed and re-used in the regions ie there are some tight circle.  For exampleMost WTS receive building materials – especially concrete and bricksPeriodically they are visited by a mobile concrete shredder which turn the material into road making stuffAnother ‘but wait’ was that model also suggested that it might make sense to process some other materials in the regionsThat is what led us to examine organics and co-mingled waste in more detail And that is what I want to tell you about



Organics

• Regional sources
• Carbon-nitrogen balance
• FOGO 
• Sludge and septage, grease, abattoir waste, etc
• Trimmings, straws, prunings, etc

• Regional uses
• Municipal parks – low value reuse 
• Agricultural fertilisers and soil conditioners

• Regional benefits
• Shorter supply chains
• Lower long-term prices
• Better moisture retention
• Better carbon sequestration

… and sustainable!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with organicsWe began by getting some advice from university researchers that taught us what is required for good compostingIn particular, the need to balance C and N rich materialsSo we need FO, wastewater sludges and septages, grease trap material, abattoir waste to give us N rich stuffAnd we need GO, agricultural prunings, tree trimmings and straws to give us the greater bulk of C rich stuffAll of those inputs can be found in the regionsThen we worked with S chain specialists to consider how the system could be organized and what are the major constraintsIt was relatively easy to identify regional users of compostMuch can be used in the relatively low value uses of CouncilsBut the big users and the high value uses are in regional agricultureThere is a pressing need to replenish many SA soils and organics can do so both as fertilisers and as soil conditionersAs part of the work we looked at what farmers currently doWhich is source inorganic fertilisers across very long, very uncertain and increasingly expensive global S chainsFarmers typically order in large quantities of phosphate rich fertilizer from places as far afield as Marooco and hold a lot of it on-farm in dangerous and costly stockpilesLocal organics makes for much shorter S chainsAnd that brings with it the advantages of dealing with localsWho speak the same language, operate in the same currency and legal system, have lower transport costs, etc, etcAnd organic fertilisers have other advantages in improving soils to better hold moisture and support the microbial life that allows soils to sequester carbonOh and there’s one final advantage: we’re running out of inorganic fertilisers but organics will last us forever.So firstly our simple costings look good,	secondly we can identify local sources of materials and local users of processed stuff who would benefit greatly		: do we have what it takes to build a plant?



Peterborough trial

• Led by Peterborough DC
• Assisted by Peats Soils, UofA, GISA

• Small scale (= 2000 tpa)
• Most N-rich from wastewater systems
• Most C-rich from GO and Councils 

• Cost savings for participating Councils and others
• Need for additional carbon-rich sources
• Council + GISA on board

• Waiting on Australian Government

If it can be done at Peterborough, it can be done almost anywhere in SA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We began by establishing a process, led by Peterborough DC and their CEO, Stephen RufusWe formed a Research Group comprised of surrounding Councils, university reps and GISAPeats Soils joined us and are strong supporters of the pilot projectPeterborough Council was also able to identify and make available an excellent site adjacent to their wastewater treatment plantWe spent a long time on the question of scaleThe modelling suggested we needed something around 10ktpaBut that was hard to find in and around PeterboroughIt is not the wettest part of the state and it has some of the most depleted soilPIRSA advice is not to reap hay but to leave it in the paddockNo local vines, etc for trimmingsPeterborough is not the easiest place to make a compost plantIn the end we determined to proceed at a smaller scale, making the point that this is a pilot facility and one purpose is to learn from and chronicle the experienceWe secured inputs from all the available local sourcesMost N-rich from wastewater Most C-rich from GO and CouncilsWe modelled the cost implications for all parties, including CouncilsNearly everyone supplying inputs would be better offCouncils save by diverting organic waste directly to a single, central locationSeptage and sludge carters have lower distances and gate feesIf we could have anything extra it would be additional C-rich sourcesAs I have said, straw is unavailable locally – unlike most parts of regional SAPeterborough have been doing some thinking about this and we think we can increase volumes of C-rich material in futureAll of which is good for a trial site: as I often say “If it can be done at Peterborough, it can be done almost anywhere in SA”.  It creates a tailor-made facility, with minimal establishment costs and capital equipment. 



A regional MRF?

• Co-mingled waste must go to a MRF
• Very expensive to send to Adelaide

A tempting idea but …
• Micro and mini MRFs?
• Optimising the locations

Go it alone action can impose higher costs on all Councils 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s turn to MRFs – hard to say that without thinking of smirfsBut these are the places where yellow-lidded-bin-materials go ie co-mingled recyclablesWithout a regional MRF materials must go to Adelaide, none can go to landfillBut that is very expensiveLong distances in many casesLarge volumesNo compactionLet me give you some numbers: we estimate it costs folk at the bottom of EP around $224/tonne or $227/tonne from Mt GambierBuilding regional MRFs is tempting but … the economist is still here MRFs are urban-focused because of scale economiesLarge scale needed to separate materials at low costAchieved partly via specialist equipment but also by spreading overheads across more tonnesAnd scale and function are relatedBig MRFs separate most and only some goes to landfillEstimates suggest = 23% of the yellow-lidded bins for a really big MRF in Adelaide’s northBut smaller MRFs Use different equipment – more labour intensiveSeparate less material – more goes to landfill because it is not cost effective to separateSo regional MRFs might mean lower Council costs but also more going to landfillThat leads us to think about micro-MRFsOnly some mechanized separationMost by handWith a baling facility to compact separated materialsWe are yet to do any detailed costing but what we do know suggests that micro-MRFs might have some net BAnd micro-MRFs which might just be a shed and a sorting tableAnd, finally, as with all the WM infrastructure decisions, some locations are better than othersRegional MRFs need optimized locationsMinimum efficient scale will determine how many in regional SAModelling must be undertaken to ensure they are in the right placesIf not, if some Councils make go-it-alone decisions, that can impose costs on everyone, even that Council itselfThe lowest overall cost will come from closest collaboration



Some end thoughts

CE is the right thinking but …
• Build it into the supply chain not add-on at the end
• For now, recycle and re-use when you can

Regions can participate as sources but …
• Limited opportunities for regional processing
• Organics and MRFs are the most likely exceptions

And Councils can lead the way
“We will so you can”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now for some more thoughts and chidings from the economistWhen you can means when it’s cost effective or, if it’s not, when the community values the recycling and re-use more than the cost disadvantageMy first point is relatedWe need a global approach to the CENot all things can be dealt with at a regional levelThis Forum poses the question of “how Council and Community can work together to reduce waste to landfill and add value to the services provided within Regional SA”Mine is the generic answer, directed at the biggest player ie CouncilsDevelopment often gets stuck in an “I will if you will” stand-offI will build the composting plant if you will provide the supplyOr I will build the plant if you will guarantee the demandBut agreements that lock everyone in are hard to strikeWhat’s needed is a means of cutting through by coordinating the developmentsCouncil needs to say, we will lead the wayWe will build a pilot plant and demonstrate the supply chain in actionWe will take some of the outputWe will provide some of the inputsWe will make the funding applicationsIn short, we need Councils with a plan to cooperate as leaders and coordinate the move toward a CE
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Circular Economy and Regional SA

27 May 2022

Michaela Heinson

Associate Director, Economic Growth and Sustainability



Title

Green Industries SA
Green Industries SA is leading South Australia’s transition to a circular economy to 
grow our economic prosperity, improve and sustain our environment and increase 
our wellbeing.



Title

Circular Economy

Reduces
• Waste and pollution
• Economic loss
• Use of raw materials
• Water and energy use
• GHG emissions

Increases
• Economic return
• Social outcomes
• Natural systems



Title

Potential outcomes for SA’s Circular Economy



Title

Regional approaches in SA

• Resource and Economic Flow Mapping – Water use, energy use, raw material use, 
freight use, GHG emissions, and waste generation were all mapped according to 
industry sectors

• Regional Priorities – Stakeholder interviews and desktop analysis of current political, 
economic and environmental drivers for the regions

• Identified Priority Sectors – Information from earlier stages was analysed to identify 
priority focus sectors for the regions

• Mapped Circular Economy Opportunities – A longlist of circular economy 
opportunities relevant to these sectors was developed

• Quantified Opportunities and Shortlisting – Longlisted opportunities were further 
refined through a high level impact analysis in close consultation with key regional 
stakeholders (RDAs, LGAs, GISA, AusIndustry) to test community resonance

• Sector Action Plans are being developed to be included within Final Regional 
Blueprints – Detailing key aspects, benefits, case study examples, relevant 
stakeholders and next steps.

Circular Economy Blueprints are near completion for two leading regional RDAs in SA: 
Murraylands & Riverland, and Limestone Coast.



Title

Regional Waste Strategies and Waste Diversion Targets



Title

https://www.greenindustries.sa.gov.au/funding (Note: no current rounds)

https://www.greenindustries.sa.gov.au/funding


Title

Circular Economy Market Development Grants
Grants for councils, industry associations, not-for-profit organisations, research institutes, 
and businesses
Round 4 – assessments are underway



Title

Business Sustainability Program - Grants
Since 2006-07 2020-21

Number of businesses 886+ sites reached
228 Grantees

211 sites reached
12 New Grantees

Estimated Potential 
Benefits Last 4 years 2020-21

50 businesses 15 businesses

Economic $4.6M $0.5M

CO2 reduction 11,366 tonnes 734 tonnes

Water reduction 57 ML 0

Landfill diversion 420 tonnes 236 tonnes



Program Highlights – businesses



Title

Net Zero pathways – Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions
Scope 1 emissions are emissions directly generated at 
your operations.

Scope 2 emissions are caused indirectly by consuming 
electricity. These emissions are generated outside your 
organisation, but you are indirectly responsible for 
them.

Scope 3 emissions are also indirect emissions and 
happen upstream and downstream of your business. 
Examples are waste, air travel, consumption of goods 
and services, contractor emissions, or leased assets.

Switching to renewable energy is only half the story, it only addresses 55% of global 
emissions. To reach net-zero, we also need to change the way we make and use products, 
materials, and food.

ellenmacarthurfoundation.org



Thank You

Michaela Heinson
www.greenindustries.sa.gov.au
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#Give an Hour
Waste Warriors Project

Rachael Hamilton, 
Coordinator Environment & Sustainability 



Key stats:

During August to September 2020
150+ Waste Warriors have:

• Assembled 18,000 kitchen caddies

• Packed 9,000 with compostable bags and 
information

• Delivered to 9,000 households in Tranmere, 
Magill, Rostrevor and Athelstone

• Provided 780+ hours gifted to the Community 

C

C

C
C

V

V

V
V

About the project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brief overview of Campbelltown Council and project summary – split of distribution



Logistics – getting it off the ground

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Existing roll out of caddies in 2013 as an opt in system – all captured in property system.Used this information to generate amount of additional caddies required as well as data/maps for delivery. We needed to deliver 18000 caddies and wanted a different way to engage with the community around this project. Community Development also wanted an opportunity to try out a project idea and needed a good project – so the stars aligned and #Give and hour - Waste Warriors project was born!Hired a part time temp contractor to coordinate volunteers – worked out cheaper than hiring a contractor to deliver the caddies!



Recruitment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Initial recruitment: (image attached) Emailed existing volunteersSocial media call Council snippet advertisementTapping into those people that want to volunteer but don’t want to commit. Ongoing recruitment:Pay it forward flyer in each waste warrior delivered basket.  This helped to ensure we had ongoing influx of new volunteers  (image attached) St Ignatius College year 11 community hours meant we had a large pool of young participants COVID had stopped some volunteer programs and social programs so this was a way for people to still get involved Our Waste Warriors were very diverse:  all ages (children to older people), people with a disability, multicultural Local Government Risk Services:Induction: provided a short volunteer induction including WHS; reporting hazards and injuries; role induction (packers and deliverers) which they agreed to when they signed in Sign in / sign out: those at the Waste Warrior Hub were easy; those out delivering would text Staff mobile when they started and finished as a record 



The Waste Warrior Hub

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Point out barometer measure for volunteers



The Waste Warriors Hub

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suburbs and Streets:Ran it one suburb at a time; street by street Each street list was printed individually and placed alphabetically within the suburb Waste Warrior deliverers would select a block of connected streets and take the street sheets with them Fun storiesOne waste warrior fended off a kelpie and a goat simultaneously to deliver a caddy Kathy Pfeiffer’s car photo attachedGarry Wedding our main deliverer (did over 1000 deliveries and could fit about 130 caddies in his car!) 



Communication

https://youtu.be/oOHn7IeIUUE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A newsletter each week updating progress and Waste Warrior names (last one attached)

https://www.facebook.com/CampbelltownSA/videos/1540721872779028
https://youtu.be/oOHn7IeIUUE


Recognition

#Give an hour BBQ Visit from the Governor!

• Collaboration is key!
• Team effort
• Clear roles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recognition and CelebrationWe developed a gift card system for deliverers in recognition of using their own vehicles and petrol: over 300 houses they entered the ‘300 club’ and received a gift cardAn end of project BBQ and celebration (2 photos attached which are not great – I promise people had fun J )Waste Warrior component of the project was $3,400 which included a casual Waste Warrior Hub coordinator, vouchers for the 300 Club and the celebration. This was a saving to Council of over $20,000 if a contractor had been used. 



# Give an Hour still going strong!

• Bin Buddies
• Community programs
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A COLLECTIVE 
IMPACT MODEL
IN THE 
AUSTRALIAN 
WINE INDUSTRY

2022
REGIONAL SA
WASTE & RECYCLING FORUM

HENSCHKE: QSE MANAGER

TIM HACKETT  - WISPA: CHAIR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have worked for Henschke wines for over 8 years now and been involved in sustainability for a lot longer across many industries, giving me a wide understanding of sustainability.I have been fortunate in my role at Henschke that they support my endeavours to promote sustainability, as it matched the vision of their 150+ year old family business.I am involved in the SAWIA on a number of committees including for Environment and Sustainability and I am the current chair of WISPA.I believe we all need to do our part to protect the planet and to help change the views of the key drivers in our sphere of influence.



AGENDA

The Wine Industry 
Sustainable Packaging 

Alliance (WISPA)

•History
•Membership
•Projects

Barossa Recycling 
Project

•Scope
•Report
•Result

Stakeholder 
Engagement



APCO 2025 
NATIONAL 
PACKAGING 
TARGETS

• 100% reusable, recyclable or compostable packaging

• 70% of plastic packaging being recycled or composted

• 50% of average recycled content included in packaging 
(revised from 30% in 2020)

• The phase out of problematic and unnecessary single-
use plastics packaging

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The APCO Packaging Targets are the driver that has meant Packaging Brand Owners have needed to consider how they use packaging.



THE WINE INDUSTRY 
SUSTAINABLE 
PACKAGING ALLIANCE 
(WISPA)

 A collaborative group of 
individuals formed by a 
group of wineries with the 
assistance of APCO.

 Cooperation rather than 
competition to achieve 
greater sustainable impact.



WINE INDUSTRY SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING ALLIANCE HISTORY

2018

WISPA formed
First Collaborative Workshop

2019

Second Workshop
WISPA name adopted

2021

Third Workshop
Members surveyed about WISPA 2.0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2008 APCO reached out to the Wine Industry to hold a two day Workshop on Sustainable Packaging including a tour of the VISY MRF in South Australia. The workshop started with the usual introductions and some examples of what some in the industry had already achieved through collaboration. The second day culminated with a brainstorming session to establish projects for the future and assign responsibilities to individuals in the group. Many great ideas came out of the sessions including a number that have already run their course and some that continue to the present.Over the next year the group caught up for online meetings regularly to discuss progress of each project.In 2019 the group had already evolved to include a number of new members including more wineries, suppliers and other interested parties. We met again for a workshop finalising a few existing projects and coming up with some new ones. At this meeting it was decided to call the group WISPA (the Wine Industry Sustainable Packaging Alliance).Through the more chaotic years of 2020 and 2021 we again met mostly online as projects continued to be worked on by the various teams.In late 2021 WISPA met as a group for the third time (mostly in person) with some online participation. A review of our longest running project (including the Barossa Recycling Initiative) was presented (I will talk amore about this shortly) as well as a review of the planned changes to the way the group functions moving forward and another brain storming session to come up with new projects.To date we have mostly successfully closed out our projects from 2018 and 2019.



MEMBERSHIP

Wineries: Pinnacle Drinks, Henschke, Accolade, Pernod Ricard, 
Treasury Wine Estates, Yalumba, Eisenstone, Brockenwood

Suppliers: MCC Labels, Label Makers, CCL, Orora Group, Scholle IPN, 
Guala Closures, VISY, KeyKeg, ENO Plastic, Amorim Cork

Organisations: APCO, Wine SA, KESAB, GISA, WISA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Members of the group include all the larger wineries and a number of smaller ones. The group represents over 90% of the industry, however we would love to see more smaller wineries involved moving into the future.The Suppliers involved also incorporate a number of larger suppliers, such as label, bottle, closure and carton suppliers.APCO continues to support WISPA and we appreciate the support of other organisations such as the SA Wine Industry Association and Green Industries SA.



WISPA
PROJECTS

 Packaging Assessments: Glass and Cardboard

 Sustainable Packaging Guidelines for Suppliers

 Industry Transparency on Recycled Content

 Retail Store Pilot: Waste Management 
and Recycling (with KESAB)

 Reduce Stretch Wrap

 Barossa Recycling Project

 Glass Stewardship Study

 Glassine Paper Recycling Initiative



BAROSSA RECYCLING PROJECT

Idea put forward at the 
first meeting in 2018

Stakeholders established 
in 2019 Report Presented in 2021

Working with Fathers Farm 
to assist them in plastic 
collection

Working with local plastics 
manufacturer on using 
recycled plastic in a new 
vineyard fence post design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I put forward the idea at our first meeting in 2018 and a group of wineries came together to work on it.•	Pinnacle Drinks•	Henschke•	Pernod Ricard•	YalumbaThe idea came out of frustration with no ability to recycle certain items in the region.Other Project Stakeholders were approached and agreed to be a part of the project.•	Barossa and Light Councils•	Green Industries SA•	Waste and recycling service providersProject mission and drivers, expected benefitsA regional approach to provide opportunities to improve recycling of packaging waste generated at production facilities, while assisting smaller wineries to progress packaging sustainability initiatives with possible wider use by the general community as applicable. To be piloted in the Barossa Valley by connecting key production and operations representatives with recycling experts and then roll-out the initiative to other wine regions. Some packaging waste generated by wineries and bottling plants is difficult to recycle due to low volumes and limited end markets. Aggregating these ‘hard-to recycle’ materials at regional drop-off facilities would make collection for recycling more attractive by increasing the quantity and improving collection efficiency.Goals/Outcomes•	Contribute to a circular economy •	Meet the 2020 (now 2025) National Packaging Waste Targets•	Coordinating stakeholders at a regional level to increase viability of the collection of materials to process for beneficial reuse •	Reduce current cost of waste management for the region’s wine businesses, waste companies and the wider community.Deliverables/Outputs•	Electronic portal for the public / businesses to identify suppliers of waste management services, locations to drop off and other conditions around the use of services. (not yet established)•	A location where businesses can aggregate waste for more efficient disposal and opportunities to recycle problematic waste (working with Fathers Farm)FundingGreen Industries SA LEAP Program. Funding is available for information tools, education, mentoring and recognition type projects that support SA industry to improve productivity, rely less on raw materials, water and energy, prevent wastage and reduce costs.TimelineSept 2018 First Packaging Alliance Workshop when the idea was raised by myselfFeb 2019 First Group Meeting to discuss projectMarch 2019 Discussions with RDA Barossa about their assistance in the projectApril 2019 attended a joint Council meeting to raise the project with their waste committee with Craig from RDA BarossaApril 2019 First learned about the Fathers Farm project from CouncilMay 2019 met with GISA to discuss LEAP funding of a research project to investigate the need and opportunities to meet that needJune 2019 A plan with mission, goals and resources is developedAug 2019 Both local councils agreed to engage with us on the project and take it to their meetings for discussionSept 2019 Sought quotes from consultantsNov 2019 Engaged Colby Phillips as Consultant and drafted application for LEAP fundingJan 2020 RDA Barossa agreed to be the party who would apply for the funding on the projects behalfJan 2020 Supporting Wineries submitted Letters of support to the project for the funding applicationCOVID STARTED AROUND HEREMay 2020 LEAP funding application accepted by GISAJune 2020 A survey was sent out to Barossa wine businesses for feedback with BGWA assistanceAug 2020 Preliminary Survey Results provided to the groupAug 2020 TWE joined the project team and offered to share data they had already collected on waste and recycling (Pinnacle Drinks has already shared data)Oct 2020 Started gathering Data from Small Wineries and Vineyards on Waste and Recycling (including Henschke)Feb 2021 Met to discuss concerns the project had paused due to not getting updates from the consultantFeb 2021 Conducted a Workshop to discuss the Report from the Consultant and what is next stepsMarch 2021 Laura on Maternity Leave replaced by Sam for Pinnacle DrinksMarch 2021 Met with Council Group Legatus to discuss their project and aligning valuesMarch 2021 Tarac flagged as a possible interested party (later withdrew interest)May 2021 Public Forum to present the project (sold out the 75 max attendance) surveyed attendees for feedbackJune 2021 Local Paper “Leader” published a story on the project with large photoJune 2021 Final report from Consultant on that phase of the projectJune 2021 Started talking directly with Fathers Farm about Next StepsJune 2021 Fathers Farm introduced me to Orlando (small local plastics recycler / manufacturerJuly 2021 Council re-engaged with Fathers Farm to restart the plastics recycling TrialAug 2021 Group meeting to discuss next steps for Fathers Farm and assisting him where possibleOct 2021 Assistance still being provided by GISA, RDA and myself to Fathers Farm and still awaiting feedback from OrlandoIn 2021 Colby Phillips presented their report to a packed room of local representatives which generated much discussion.Ongoing work is being done now with Fathers Farm and a local manufacturer using recycled plastics mostly from Dripper Tube.



WISPA 
STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
 A non competitive approach

 Collaboration is key

 Collective Impact produces 
results

 Inspiring others

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Keys to Stakeholder Engagement: A non competitive approach; Collaboration; Collective Impact to produce results; Inspiring othersAs WISPA moves into its 5th year we focus on keeping the momentum going. Other Industries have similar groups looking at these issues.For smaller players like Henschke we wouldn’t be able to achieve the things we have without the help and collaboration of others in our industry.WISPA 2.0 will be a more formal group with paid membership and an administrator. A website will also be launched to show what we do to others as well as provide resources to members and the general community.Hopefully I have inspired some of you in the spirit of collaboration with others in your community.



QUESTIONS

CONTACT:
TIM HACKETT
tim@henschke.com.au

mailto:tim@henschke.com.Au
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Chris Davey 
Director Development & Regulation,
Port Pirie Regional Council

COUNCIL AND KESAB
Partnering to Engage 
with Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello my name is Chris, the Director of Development & Regulation for the PPRC.My first role with the Council was within the position of Manager Environmental Services the main function for this role was the management of all areas of our waste services, inclusive of a large landfill closure project.       



PORT PIRIE REGIONAL COUNCIL

• Community Plan Vision: By 
2025 the Port Pirie Region is 
the premier regional centre in 
South Australia where 
residents and visitors want to 
be.

• Mission: To progressively strive 
for excellence, lead with 
integrity and deliver positive 
outcomes for the community.

• Goal No 5 Waste and Resource 
Recovery Strategy 2019-2024 
Identify and implement best 
practice education programs to 
the community and industry.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide provides the Vision and Mission for our Council from Community plan Goal number 5 sits within our Waste and Resource Recovery Strategy – it is a critical driver for our desire to Implement best practice education programs to the community and industry By implementing this goal we hope to achieve several positive outcomes,   



• To reduce tonnage of municipal 
solid waste to landfill

• To reduce contamination in our 
kerbside recycling bins

• To reduce contamination in our 
kerbside organics bins. 

• To provide ongoing educational 
opportunities to the community to 
learn about best waste and 
recycling practices.

• Who can assist us work towards 
our objectives? 
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CLEAR COUNCIL 
OBJECTIVES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clear objectives were established with the aim to reduce the amount of contamination within our domestic kerbside collection service,The operational need to significantly reduce the current level contamination within our green organics specifically to allow reuse of this material after processing within our landfill closure project currently in progress,A healthy desire to reduce the tonnage of municipal solid waste currently ending in landfill, for both the environmental & cost benefits andGoal number 5 of our Waste Resource Recovery Strategy to Provide ongoing educational opportunities to the community to learn about best waste and recycling practices, It is important to have good sound strategies with achievable objectives to help guide you towards the desired outcomes that we all seek, however working within a time poor, human resource limited and financially restrictive environment we can easily be frustrated and our objectives seemingly somewhat out of reach.   



IN PARTNERSHIP WITH KESAB

Fostering sustainable behavior in 
Port Pirie Regional Council 

• Bin survey 2016

• Community 

• Schools 

• Business to come
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Giving consideration on how best to deliver our waste resource recovery strategy and community plan goals we decided it was timely that we pursued some external assistance to better inform our direction, we reached out to KESAB environmental solutions who are known to be an established and leading Australian service provider of environmental sustainability education programs.  Discussions on the available services being offered by KESAB that may align with our outcomes being sought were undertaken, once we were comfortable with our proposal we were happy to formalise our partnership with KESAB in order to deliver our waste and recycling education program directly to our schools and community, this association has now evolved over several years. The initial costs of the engagement was being off-set by a requirement within our kerbside collection contract for the service provider to allocate additional educational funds towards the undertaking of waste and recycling education programs throughout the life of the service contract – I would recommend this requirement be included within any of your future contracts, if not already.     It is pleasing that our community have embraced the education sessions KESAB delivers on behalf of the council and now this education program supports council with its key waste and recycling messages. Council has engaged with KESAB since 2016 to educate the community to foster sustainable behavior change. 1. An initial bin survey highlighted behaviors in certain areas, and contamination issues which could be addressed in the education campaign. Based on the data, the message for the program was developed. 2. Community engagement from 2017  3. School engagement commenced from 2018 4. Businesses to come in 2023  PPRC continues to embrace a long-term partnership with KESAB delivering a range of behavioral change and education programs to schools and the community. 
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SCHOOL & 
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EDUCATION
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BUSINESS
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EVENTS

WASTE 
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COUNCIL
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PLEDGE 

COMPETITION
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TOURS & 
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RESIDENTIAL 
DOORSTEPPING

WASTE 
TRANSFER 
STATION

WEBINARS

TRUCK 
ARTWORK

COMPETITON

CURRICULM 
BASED 

INCURSIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Council Focused School and Community Education – business to come PPRC are committed to providing ongoing educational opportunities to our Communities as showcased in the image. We work in partnership with KESAB in which skilled and qualified teachers develop and deliver a range of targeted education programs to our schools, communities, and hopefully soon our business sector.   KESAB programs and curriculum-based education solutions cover best practice, environmental and natural resource management, operational efficiency and professional development. The scope of services includes resources and programs for community education, training, teacher and curriculum development, school resources, classroom presentations and waste assessment and audit programs. 



SCHOOL & EDUCATION SITES 

• 80% of Port Pirie Regional Council schools engaged

• 56 waste and recycling 

incursions delivered

• Focussed site support 

• Wipe Out Waste program
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SCHOOL & 
EDUCATION SITE

WASTE
EDUCATION
PROGRAM 

WIPE OUT 
WASTE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Council have engaged KESAB to deliver a range of tailored education programs and resources, including waste audits and assessments, site support, interactive incursions and providing curriculum linked resources to education sites within the Port Pirie Regional Council. Councils supports KESAB to work with schools to conduct waste audits, assessments and to develop base data so long-term plans can be established to enable sustainable change at school and in the community through education. The school can continue their waste reduction journey through the Green Industries SA and KESAB delivered Wipe Out Waste program. Council also provide tours of our Port Pirie Waste Transfer Station for school groups and other community groups upon request. 



SCHOOL SHOWCASE

AIRDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

• Since 2016

• Staff development, incursions and site support

• Council assisted to establish a  Recycling Shed and 

purchase new bins to divert waste from landfill

• Students audit weekly and record data

• School sends 80% less to landfill since 2019!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Airdale Primary School (R-7) engaged with KESAB environmental solutions to receive education and support to send less to landfill, This was made possible by Port Pirie Regional Council's ongoing commitment to provide the community with an opportunity to learn about best waste and recycling practices through the engagement of KESAB.Site support was provided to establish best waste and recycling systems at the school. They Received recycle relays and beeswax wrap incursions, Waste audits were undertaken to assess the output, The Students now independently audit their waste output weekly. 



• Face to face education with 

> 1500 residents

• 29 workshops, tours, events and 

activities delivered or attended

• Informed community 

confident to act
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COMMUNITY & COUNCIL

COMMUNITY & 
COUNCIL

TAKE THE 
PLEDGE 

COMPETITION

WORKSHOPS, 
TOURS & 
EVENTS

RESIDENTIAL 
DOORSTEPPING

WASTE 
TRANSFER 
STATION

WEBINARS

TRUCK 
ARTWORK

COMPETITON

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Implementation of  the Take the Pledge program has allowed KESAB to infiltrate and stay connected with community on behalf of Council. Our community has grown to trust KESAB as a brand and resource for waste and recycling education and support. Since 2016 >1500 residents have directly engaged with KESAB staff at events, workshops, tours, doorstepping and shopping center displays. Council plays a vital role to ensure key messaging is consistent and waste and recycling education programs are relevant and result driven. Council provides residents with informative waste and recycling information on the Council website and utilise the Which Bin Campaign promotional material, This is developing and informing community confidence to act.



TAKE THE PLEDGE

• Public display of household commitment

• Measurable program

• Significant results
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“As a parent I feel it is important to teach my 
children ways of reducing our contribution to 
landfill by composting our food scraps, recycling our 
soft plastics and using the yellow and green bins 
correctly. That is why I joined the program.”  
Megan Congdon, Pledge participant

> 400
households 

joined

More than 
60 

Prizes 
awarded

STATISTIC 
TBC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our bin inspections found that many red household waste bins were overfull with materials which could be recycled or mulched.Through the Take the Pledge program residents are encouraged to learn what items can be recycled in the yellow lidded bin or mulched via the green lidded bin. Residents can Take the Pledge online or in-person when speaking with staff. They commit to sending less to landfill, by using their yellow and green lidded bins for recyclable and compostable materials. Residents are sent a sticker (public display of commitment) to place on the red lidded bin to show everyone they are committed to reducing landfill. Residents go in the draw to win a gift box from our Tourism and Arts Centre, or a voucher to the Waste Transfer Station (valued at $30) if found to be recycling and composting right / reducing waste to landfill. Bins are inspected annually – residents can win a voucherKESAB and Council obtain data on bin contents, contamination, presence of sticker, bins presented and speak to residents directly. Feedback is provided on incorrect use to educate residents. All pledgers receive a quarterly newsletters on council and other environmental news. Our Take the Pledge Program commenced in 2016 - 5 years of inspections carried out(20/21 inspections cancelled due to COVID) >400 households made commitment since program commenced >60 prizes awarded for correct use of MGBPromoted by;Face to face conversations - best uptake has been face-to-face conversations at events and doorstepping. Stickers – Flyers – Banners - Bin Tags - Social MediaEducation at events/schools and workshops 
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TRUCK ART COMPETITION 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During a change over of kerbside collection service provider we were lucky enough to have the opportunity to provide artwork for the new collection vehicles, we engaged with KESAB to facilitate this activity – we wanted a school competition to promote some ownership from the children with the new service delivery.Students were encouraged to create artwork design that celebrated the Council theme 'Let's send less to landfill’ Over 50 submissions were received 4 categories : Early Years, primary, Secondary and Open Winners = 4 students from 3 sites Our road street sweeper was also included in this process – thanks to our new provider 
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TRUCK ART COMPETITION 

'I made my artwork to teach 
people what's right and wrong. I 
wanted to inspire everyone to 
reduce, reuse and recycle so we 
can send less to landfill and keep 
our earth clean.’ 

Ava Kotaras, 9 years old 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Engaging with students to encourage the community to be more sustainable and send less to landfill 



Working towards: 

• Waste free events 

• Work with our Business Port Pirie 

association 
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BUSINESS

BUSINESS

ZERO WASTE 
EVENTS

WASTE 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are looking to include our businesses and are allowing for some engagement sessions in our next proposal – currently under development.    



• Further Commitment to 

our Schools 

• Audits to compare Pledge 

and non-Pledged 

household waste output

• Which Bin Material

• Businesses 
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WHAT’S NEXT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The PPRC is at the forefront in developing education and support programs that benefit all parts of the community. 



THANK YOU

cdavey@pirie.sa.gov.au

www.pirie.sa.gov.au
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Conclusion text here
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2022 REGIONAL SA
WASTE & RECYCLING FORUM & WORKSHOP 

Community Initiatives Supporting Waste and Recycling for a Circular Economy



WENDY BEVAN

CEO, KESAB ENVIRONMENTAL 
SOLUTIONS
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WELCOME

Welcome to Country – Ngadjuri 
Country 

Angelena Harradine-Buckskin  
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AGENDA
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IVAN NOLTE

COORDINATOR WASTE & 
INSPECTORATE, COPPER COAST 
COUNCIL

May 2022 76
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Copper Coast Council, KESAB & Community:
A Great Partnership
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June 2020
Elected members approve FOGO implementation
Contact KESAB

September 2020
Bin Audit
Present to the elected members
Start with education programs in schools and with business 
owners

October 2020
Bin audit report

January 2021 – present
Regular visits to schools and businesses

TIMELINE
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KESAB
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COPPER COAST COUNCIL TEAM
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COMMUNITY GROUPS
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WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
• CONTINUED EDUCATION
• PROMOTE “TAKE THE PLEDGE” PROGRAM  
• STILL INVOLVE COMMUNITY GROUPS



TONY THIELE

MANAGER, THE FATHERS FARM
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PATRICK WILLIAMS

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
COORDINATOR, LIONS AUSTRALIA

May 2022 88



ENVIRONMENT

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The world Environment is in dire straights and LCI have recognised that this issue is worthy of our support for us and more importantly for our children and grandchildren.

https://satisfyingretirement.blogspot.com/2017/06/how-can-we-be-more-friendly-to.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


Bicycle Recycle, less to Landfill.
A very popular Activity with young families.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BY living Sustainably and Recycling we can set an example for the community and be seen as leaders in this struggle. Recycle Bikes takes very little effort and is very rewarding.



Recycle Soft Plastics

• What is a Soft Plastic?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A Soft Plastic is any plastic that can be crushed into a ball and will hold its shape. Take your soft plastics back to Woolworths etc and REDcycle will produce sleepers and park benches from these plastics.



Visibility is the Key!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Make the public aware that Lions are doing what they can to save our planet. Publicise using Social Media and a Stall in a Mall on a Saturday morning will raise awareness and lift the profile of your club locally and Lions generally.



Recycle Household Batteries

• Contact Ecobatt.
• Based in Victoria.
• Operating Australia Wide.
• Keen to Help.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have managed to make inroads with Ecobatt thru a Joint Venture with a connection thru various nation wide companies such as Mitre10. Supply a Battery Tube in these stores with a Lions Logo sticker. Early days yet so we need to keep pushing this opportunity for Lions Australia and the visibility it could give us to the Australian public.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A different Joint Venture project with the Clare and Gilbert and Valleys Council at the time from what Clare LC would normally be involved in. Taken on to increase awareness of Lions locally and went far beyond that small early vision. Planting over 7,000 seedlings, some surviving and others not, mulching and weeding over the first few years.



Bird Hide

• This structure is a 
combination Bird Hide for 
Bird spotting, with a storage 
area built on one end for 
hand tools, spray backpacks, 
wheelbarrows and Herbicide.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After showing a promising connection with the local community and the school students, it was time to raise funds to construct a Birdhide. It has become more popular than we had imagined and attracts many visitors including Bird watching groups. 



Education!
• There are many signs 

around the pathways which 
have proven to be very 
popular, especially with all 
the tourists and students.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We soon realised that this project had become an Educational tool for all the visitors. Funds were raised for Interpretive Signs to be installed  around the pathways and inside the Birdhide itself.



Free Labour!

• Many young school students visit 
as part of their school curriculum.

• All very eager to help and are 
always reluctant to leave.

• Great memories for them for the 
future!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Local students having a memorable time spreading mulch some where near the seedlings!  Never mind, they are having fun and so are far more likely to remember these visits to the Gleeson Wetlands.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, the fun part happens when these young school children visit. They help to plant seedlings and spread mulch which at times even gets to go around the seedlings! Much excitement and talk as they enter the Birdhide.



Happy Visitors.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The idea is of course to be as quiet as a mouse so as NOT to frighten the birdlife only meters away paddling around in the ponds. Not a chance of keeping them quiet, birds fly off in all directions, but the visitors are still laughing and talking and looking thru the “Gun Turret”……



An Oldie but a Goodie!

• Surprisingly, we had one of 
these signs stolen, but 
replaced it with another 
using “One way” screws!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second sign was not stolen because we used “One way, anti-theft Screws”. A bit of light-hearted humour makes a good beginning for a walk around the Gleeson Wetlands…



MARION VIGOT

GENERAL MANAGER, 
RESPONSIBLE CAFES
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BRADLEY SCOTT

DIRECTOR, TRANSMUTATION PTY 
LTD
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AIRDALE SCHOOL

RECYCLING SHED

May 2022 103



PANEL DISCUSSION

Lou Chalmer, Wine Maker, Yume 
Wines

Patrick Williams, National 
Environment Co-ordinator, Lions 
Australia

Simon Millcock, CEO, Legatus
Group

Marion Vigot, General Manager, 
Sustainable Cafes
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Championing Change Through 
Stories in Agriculture

Lou Chalmer







STAKEHOLDERS

- Beef producers

- Butchers

- Corporates

- Industry body representatives

- Certifiers



1. Lack of consensus in the interpretation of sustainability.

2. The industry is not sustainable but sees itself as on a 
sustainable trajectory.

3. There are major barriers to the industry becoming more 
sustainable.

4. Improved education and communication are seen as 
key enablers for sustainability.

5. Sustainability framework?

RESULTS



Beliefs

Knowledge 
(narrative)

Behaviour

KNOWLEDGE  SYSTEM

Practical 
outcomes

Emotion

Sensory 
information



DISCONNECTION = FRICTION

Producers Consumers



CONNECTION = TRACTION



Knowledge Beliefs
(Emotion)

+ = New knowledge 
system

TRANSFORMING KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS





Data moves science. Story moves culture. 

- Dan Engle



THANK YOU
Conclusion text here
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